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Fan of the Dead
DVD | APPROX. 60 MINS | 2008 | FRANCE / USA | NOT RATED | CHEZZY FLICKS ENTERTAINMENT / MVD VISUAL
REVIEWED BY: ZER0HAL0

Fan of the Dead is about a young Frenchman named Nicolas Garreau who embarks on a
three day visit to Pennsylvania,to follow in the footsteps of legendary filmmaker George A
Romero and the beginning of 'The Dead' franchise.

Documentary filmmaker Garreau is on a one-man-mission to pay homage by visiting and
recording exclusive footage of from prime locations and various buildings from Night of
the

Living Dead (1968), Dawn of the Dead (1978), Day of the Dead (1985), Creepshow
(1982) and Tom Savini’s 1990 remake of Night of the Living Dead.  While having a chance
to briefly interview some of the cast from Dawn of the Dead (78), at the Pittsburgh Comic
Convention in 2005.

 

The video is presented in a 1.33:1 full screen transfer, without the options of a choosing
subtitles for the hard of hearing. Given the fact that this was all shot on the fly by just
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Cast & Crew
Directed by

 Nicolas Garreau

Edited by

 Olivier André

Cast

 Nicolas Garreau
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Disc Specifications

Region 0

Widescreen

Full Frame (1.33:1)
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one
guy, most of the time the lighting was spot-on. Give or take occasionally in certain parts of
the documentary were fairly dark and a little shaky. So yeah, the picture quality is pretty
much your typical home-shot vacation video.

 

With a voice narration in English (which you can easily understand)it is dubbed over the
original soundtrack, since the audio was recorded from the internal microphone from the
handheld camera it leaves the audio quality fairly flat and dull.

 

 

Nothing much going in terms of extras, only a photo gallery and a handful of trailers from
Chezzy Flicks.

 

 

PAL

NTSC

DTS

English Dub: Dolby Digital 2.0

Dolby Digital 5.1

Trailers

Audio Commentary

Deleted/Extended Scenes

Documentary

Featurette

Subtitles

Slideshow/Poster Gallery

Number of Disc's: 1
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Disc Scores
Video

Audio

Extras

Overall
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DVD Recommendations

• Assault Of The Sasquatch

• Banshee!!!

• Basement Jack

• Evilution

• Hood Has Eyez, The
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Fan of the Dead is a documentary that only those who are hardcore Romero fans can truly
appreciate.  I do consider myself a full-on loyal fan, especially with all the early years of
Romero.  But honestly I have to say, this documentary really didn’t cut it for me, in terms
of entertainment as much as I thought it would of.  I think visiting the locations in person
would probably have a greater impact on any Romero fan than watching it in the comfort
of
your own home.  Unless you like sucking down bongs hits, are to fat to get out of the
house,
or, you cant travel overseas because your afraid the plane crashing into a tall building or
in a
open field.  Well then don’t fret, your in luck because you can now plant your ass back
into
the couch and let Nicolas Garreau’s Fan of the Dead do all the hard work for you for a low
cost of $9.95.
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